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Imagine a dairy cow so small that you cannot see it. Now imagine when you milk the cow you get oil, not that white stuff we drink. Now
imagine there are trillions of these oil-secreting cows and they replicate every 24 hours or less.

As strange as it might sound, a scientist from the University of Manitoba believes it is possible to genetically manipulate microbes called
diatoms so they produce oil in the same way cows produce milk. Such an approach, he contends, could lessen our dependence on fossil
fuels.

Along with colleagues from the Indian Institute of Science in Bangalore, Dr. Richard Gordon argues in a new paper, titled "Milking Diatoms
for Sustainable Energy," that diatoms – a type of algae found in oceans and lakes – could even be engineered to secrete gasoline directly.

Before you laugh this off as mad cow talk, consider that diatoms are thought by many scientists to be a major source of the conventional oil
we pump out of the ground today. These microscopic single-celled creatures float in water and convert the sun's energy into lipids, which
can represent more than 60 per cent of a diatom's dried body mass.

The best guess is that diatoms – sharing both animal and plant traits – likely emerged on this planet 185 million years ago. They would grow,
reproduce, die and then sink to the bottom of the sea floor, eventually accumulating as layers of kilometre-thick muck. Intense heat and
pressure over time concentrated the lipids and began the chemical reactions that produced oil, which pooled in underground reservoirs.

Then humanity came along and figured out a way to tap that oil and, for better or worse, use it to fuel development of the society we have
today.

Gordon's approach would, theoretically, do in days what nature did over millions of years. To be clear, the idea of using algae as a source
for biofuel production is not new. In fact, there are dozens of companies out there trying to perfect the process, not just in designing "algae
farms" but also turning the microbes into usable fuel for cars, trucks and airplanes.

The idea has appeal because algae grow rapidly, do not use up fertile farmland, and are not a food like corn or soybeans. It is also
estimated that the oil yield from algae per acre is up to 31 times larger than the next best biofuel crop, palm plants. (We know now that the
mad rush to establish palm plantations in Indonesia for biofuel production has been an ecological disaster.)

But Gordon and his scientist colleagues have a problem with the current algae-to-fuel approach, in that it relies on the harvesting of algae as
they rapidly reproduce. The harvested algae are then dried – that is, killed – and put through a series of production processes.

"We do not harvest milk from cows by grinding them up and extracting the milk," write the scientists. "Instead, we let them secrete the milk at
their own pace, and selectively breed cattle and alter their environment to maximize the rate of milk secretion ... Perhaps we could do the
same with diatoms."

They go on to propose a way to alter the cells of diatoms, through genetic manipulation, to "actively secrete their own oil droplets." These
engineered diatoms could then be bred in a type of solar panel designed to optimize conditions for photosynthesis and oil production.

As the diatoms gain mass by converting solar energy into oil, they will reach a stage where they automatically secrete oil droplets. Those
droplets would then rise to the top, making the oil fairly simple to collect. It would be "very similar to the cream that rises to the top of
mammalian milk that has not been homogenized," according to the study, published this month in the journal Industrial & Engineering
Chemistry Research.

Surprisingly, Gordon and his colleagues are not the only scientists giving serious thought to this approach. The U.S. energy department's
Ames Laboratory and Iowa-based nanotechnology company Catilin Inc. are working together on a three-year project that aims to absorb the
oil from live algae using a material that acts like a nano-sponge.
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Scientists in the Netherlands proposed in 2004 a similar method of milking algae in the journal Trends in Biotechnology.

We know we've milked much of the cheap oil from the earth. Perhaps the time will come when milking oil from diatoms is less expensive than
ripping apart the planet to find more liquid fossil fuels.

Tyler Hamilton's Clean Break column appears Mondays. Email him at thamilton@thestar.ca
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